Write the correct **possessive pronoun** for each sentence:

EX: That car belongs to me. That car is **mine**.

1. That book belongs to those kids. That book is __________________________.

2. This bicycle belongs to my neighbor Bill. This bicycle is __________________________.

3. This scarf belongs to my aunt Tina. This scarf is __________________________.

4. This toy belongs to you. This toy is __________________________.

5. This apartment belongs to me and my cousin. This apartment is __________________________.

6. These mittens belong to my mother. These mittens are __________________________.

7. Those cookies belong to my sister's friends. Those cookies are __________________________.

8. These suitcases belong to you and your wife. These suitcases are __________________________.

9. That pillow belongs to me. That pillow is __________________________.

10. That lamp belongs to my aunt and uncle. That lamp is __________________________.
ANSWERS:
1) theirs  2) his  3) hers  4) yours  5) ours  6) hers  7) theirs  8) yours  9) mine  10) theirs